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before reading
Look at the cover of the book and circle the correct
answer.

The title of the story is Romulus, the lonely wolf.
Lonely means that…
he is always alone.
he likes the moon.
he is afraid of water.
The moon behind Romulus is called…
circle moon.
full moon.
big moon.
There are some plants around Romulus. They grow
in the river and are called…
reed.
tree.
flower.
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Match the words and pictures.

wolves

wolf

Tick (√) the sentences you agree with.

A wolf always lives alone.
A wolf can swim.
A wolf lives in a forest.
A wolf eats leaves and branches.
Go through the pages and look at Romulus. What is he
doing? Fill in the words.

cave

tree

river

mouse

Romulu∫ i∫ howling on the

.

He i∫ sleeping in a

.

He i∫ talking tø a

.

He i∫ hiding behind the

.
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during reading
Draw a picture to complete the sentence.

The fire started on the

.

The wolves crossed the

.

One wolf was trapped in the

.

Tick (√) the correct answer. When Romulus howled he was
probably saying:

“I’m here, where are you?”
“I’m afraid of water!”
“Leave me alone!”
Unscramble the letters of the words in red.
Romulus called his family, but they did not come
because the OISEN of the IREF was too loud and they
didn’t EARH him.

OISEN
EARH
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The animals and Romulus don’t understand each other.
Write the words in the correct column.

run away.

think∫ it’∫ a game.

hide∫ behind the tree∫.

i∫ lonely.

don’t want tø play with the wolf.
The animals

Romulus

The words in red are incorrect. Write the correct word.
• The animals shouted “A wolf! A wolf!” because they were
happy.

.

Correct word:
• Romulus went to the river to eat fish.

.

Correct word:
GR
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Tick (√) the correct answer.

Romulus heard an echo because…
the animals were crying.
the forest was empty.
there were more wolves in the forest.
Romulus didn’t want to travel with
other wolves because…
he didn’t like them.
he was a lonely wolf.
he was tired.
Romulus decided to look for other wolves
because…
he wanted to play with butterflies.
he remembered his family.
the spring came.
Romulus found his family because…
the animals helped him.
there was a cave near.
he followed footprints.
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after reading
Number the scenes in the correct order from 1 to 4.

Write the sentences in the correct order.

Romulu∫ found hi∫ family in a cave.
The fire started on the mountain.
Romulu∫ hid behind the tree.
Romulu∫ climbed ontø a rock and
howled.
1.

.

2.

.

3.

.

4.

.
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How do you feel when you are lonely? Choose one word.

sad

afraid

bad

angry

When I’m lonely I feel

.

The words in the same box start with the same letter.
Write the missing letter.

orest
ire

oon
orest
ountain
ire

ock
iver

Solve the crossword to make the name of the main
character.

1
1

2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5
6

6
7

7
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